Introduction
Cellular heterogeneity,ap henomenon observed within apopulation of agiven cell type,presents amajor challenge in understanding how cells of aparticular genotype function and respond to therapeutics. [1] Some major causes for cellular heterogeneity are attributed to biochemical processes that are stochastic in nature,s uch as gene transcription and protein expression, functional differences,f or example,s tage in the cell cycle,and microenvironmental changes. [2] To characterize these cell-to-cell differences and discern cellular subpopulations,m olecular analysis at the single-cell level is necessary. Thepast two decades have seen an exponential growth in the field of "single-cell analysis", as reflected by an increase in the use of this term in the literature from 249 in 1996 to 8,176 in 2016 (Web of Science, v5.25) .
Single-cell analysis techniques are being developed for all classes of biomolecules,including genes,transcripts,proteins, and metabolites.O wing to the power of DNA/RNAa mplification technologies,gene [3] and transcript [4, 5] analyses in single cells are well-established, whereas the corresponding untargeted proteomic and metabolomic methods are still in early development. Fluorescence techniques,p rimarily optical microscopy and flow cytometry,h ave been widely applied for the identification and quantitation of targeted proteins and metabolites in single cells. [6] [7] [8] Other non-destructive approaches include Raman spectroscopy, [9] electrochemistry, [10] and microfluidics. [11] Table 1s hows reported data for volumes,a bsolute amounts of biomolecules,c opy numbers per cell, and turnover times for transcripts,p roteins and metabolites in single cells of Escherichia coli, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Saccharomyces cerevisiae, [13, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Arabidopsis thaliana, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and Homo sapiens. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] Decreasing cell volumes from plants (pL to low nL range), to animals (low pL range), to microbes (low fL range) present mounting difficulties for sample manipulation, and the correspondingly diminishing amounts of biomolecules require increasing sensitivities for detection and identification. Although for most species,the copy numbers per cell for transcripts are lower than for other biomolecules,t he application of PCR amplification means that transcriptomics based on RNAs equencing (RNAseq) in single cells is more advanced than other "omics" methods. Untargeted detection and identification of proteins and metabolites typically rely on mass spectrometry (MS). [36, 37] This is ac hallenging undertaking due to the miniscule amounts of analytes in ac ell (especially for proteins with low expression levels) and the wide range of copy numbers,sometimes spanning six orders of magnitude.O wing to the fast turnover rates of some biomolecules,rapid quenching and/or sampling steps are needed to preserve chemical compositions,i n particular for metabolites with turnover times on the millisecond timescale. [38] With high sensitivity and specificity,w ide molecular coverage,r elative quantitation, and structural identification capabilities,MSisbecoming an important tool for single-cell proteomics and metabolomics.Recent advances in single-cell MS rely on improved instrumental performance with higher sensitivity and mass resolution, novel sampling and ionization approaches,a nd enhanced molecular coverage enabled by coupling MS with separation platforms,s uch as capillary electrophoresis (CE) or ion-mobility separation (IMS).
There is an inverse relationship between molecular coverage and spatial resolution on the one hand, and the analysis throughput on the other. Fore xample,i on beams can be routinely focused to around 100 nm, whereas the spot size produced from laser beams typically exceeds the diffraction limit. [39] Secondary-ion MS (SIMS) has been applied for imaging the subcellular distributions of metabolites,l ipids, and pharmaceuticals. [40] [41] [42] SIMS spectra, however, primarily contain information about low mass species (m/z < 2000). In contrast, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MAL-DI) MS [43] and matrix-free laser desorption/ionization (LDI) MS, [44, 45] which have also been demonstrated for single-cell analysis,sample larger volumes and typically provide alarger molecular coverage.S imilarly,l ow-throughput ambient ionization MS techniques allow chemical analysis with high molecular coverage, [46] whereas mass cytometry is ah ighthroughput single-cell analysis method capable of distinguishCompositional diversity is afundamental property in cell populations.
Single-cell analysis promises new insight into this cellular heterogeneity on the genomic,t ranscriptomic,p roteomic,a nd metabolomic levels.Mass spectrometry (MS) is alabel-free technique that enables the multiplexed analysis of proteins,peptides,lipids,and metabolites in individual cells.The abundances of these molecular classes are correlated with the physiological states and environmental responses of the cells.Inthis Minireview,wediscuss recent advances in single-cell MS techniques with an emphasis on sampling and ionization methods developed for volume-limited samples.Strategies for sample treatment, separation methods,a nd data analysis require special considerations for single cells.Ongoing analytical challenges include subcellular heterogeneity,n on-normal statistical distributions of cellular properties,a nd the need for high-throughput, high molecular coverage and minimal perturbation.
ing af ew dozen targeted analytes limited by the number of available metal tags.
Herein, we review the recent developments in single-cell MS propelled by new sampling and ionization strategies,with af ocus on advances in micromanipulation, nanofabrication, and rapid gas-phase separation techniques,w hich also practiced in our laboratory.I no rder to obtain meaningful biological information, the highly dynamic nature of live cells has to be considered for proper sample handling. Unlike the analysis of large cell populations described by Gaussian statistics,t he underlying distributions in single-cell analysis often follow non-normal distributions.T he special considerations associated with sampling, ionization, sample preparation, and statistical data treatment in the analysis of individual cells are discussed in the following sections.
Single-Cell Proteomics and Metabolomics
There are two fundamentally different approaches for single-cell MS.W ith vacuum-based ion sources,t he cells are often dehydrated and interrogated by an ion or laser beam for analysis.T hese ion sources provide excellent sensitivity and often high throughput for the analysis but the analyzed cells are far from their natural state due to the loss of water. In contrast, ambient ionization methods offer low perturbation for the cells,f requently under in situ or even in vivo conditions.T hese techniques,h owever, exhibit lower sensitivity,and in most cases low throughput. Historically,vacuumbased methods led the way to single-cell MS,s ow estart our discussion with these techniques. With high surface sensitivity,a nd submicrometer lateral and nanometer depth resolution, time-of-flight (TOF) SIMS [47] and nanoSIMS [48, 49] are often applied for the imaging of metabolites,l ipids,pharmaceuticals,and their biotransformation products within single cells and subcellular compartments.I nT OF-SIMS,t his unique capability is based on ap ulsed primary ion beam used to raster the sample surface with as patial resolution of around 100 nm, and its accurate positioning with respect to the cell. An important advantage of SIMS imaging is that it collects morphological information in addition to molecular or elemental imaging.H owever,t o maintain cellular shapes under high vacuum conditions, complex sample preparation steps,for example,the introduction of frozen hydrated samples,are required. [50] Thei ntroduction of cluster ion beams in SIMS has enabled imaging of the distributions of larger molecules on as ubcellular scale with higher analyte ion yields. [51] [52] [53] However,d ue to fragmentation and isobaric ion interferences introduced by the primary beam, conventional SIMS instru- Table 1 : Cell volumes (V), absolutea mounts of biomolecules (m), copy numbers per cell (n), and turnover times (t to )f or transcripts, proteins, and metabolites in single cells of E. coli, S. cerevisiae, A. thaliana,a nd H. sapiens. ments are limited in their identification capabilities.T o overcome this issue,anew type of SIMS instrument has been designed to allow the fragmentation of selected precursor ions through collision-induced dissociation in parallel with conventional TOF-SIMS imaging. [54] Aunique strength of SIMS imaging is its ability to capture molecular distributions in three dimensions with very high spatial and depth resolutions to enable subcellular studies.For example,t he spatial and temporal distributions of lipid fragments on the surface of Xenopus laevis embryos during embryo cleavage were analyzed by TOF-SIMS 3D imaging. [55] Ar ecent 3D TOF-SIMS study showed subcellular distributions for the drug amiodarone and cellular metabolites in microphages. [47] Thedrug was mainly observed on the surface and subsurface regions of the cells and was found absent in the nuclei. In other applications,3DTOF-SIMS imaging was utilized to localize drugs and nanoparticles in subcellular regions. [56, 57] Ah igh-throughput single-cell analysis method was introduced by generating single-cell arrays with am icropatterned poly(dimethylsiloxane) stencil film followed by TOF-SIMS imaging. [58] Drug-induced phenotypic changes in HeLa cells were studied with this technique.More recently,microscopeguided matrix-enhanced SIMS was developed for highthroughput analysis of diverse neurons. [59] Thec oordinates of individual neurons were obtained by microscopic visualization and image processing, and the sample stage was moved according to the cell locations for matrix-enhanced SIMS analysis.T his method allowed around 2000 cells to be analyzed in asingle experiment.
With ac apability for elemental and isotopic imaging at al ateral spatial resolution of around 50 nm, nanoSIMS has been applied for the quantitation of subcellular protein, [60] DNA, [48] lipid, [61] neurotransmitter [62] and drug [63] distributions in single cells.T og ain additional biological information, the molecular images by nanoSIMS are often correlated with the morphological information obtained by microscopy methods, for example,e lectron microscopy and super-resolution microscopy,a nd with electrochemical measurements. [64] These methods have been thoroughly summarized in recent reviews. [65, 66] With high-performance focusing optics that are capable of low micrometer or submicrometer spot sizes,M ALDI-MS allows single-cell and subcellular analysis,r espectively. [67] [68] [69] This analysis can be conducted in the context of high-spatialresolution MS imaging for tissue-embedded cells [70, 71] or local MS analysis for unicellular organisms [72] [73] [74] and cells dissociated from tissues. [75] [76] [77] In some cases,i ti sp ossible to use native cellular constituents as the matrix. [78] An important objective in single-cell analysis by MALDI-MS is to enhance the throughput. Microarrays for MS (MAMS), comprised of arrays of hydrophilic micro-wells patterned on ao mniphobic surface,s hows promise for the rapid analysis of up to 169 cells. [73] As uspension of S. cerevisiae cells was deposited on the platform, and single or af ew cells were trapped in each micro-well for MALDI-MS analysis.Metabolic variations between individual cells due to drug treatment or genetic modifications were explored, and phenotypic changes in metabolite levels were revealed. This technique was also applied for the analysis of thousands of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells. [74, 79] More recently,t his technique was combined with fluidic force microscopy (FluidFM) for the nondestructive and quantitative sampling of cell contents followed by MALDI-MS analysis (Figure 1) . [80] Ac antilever probe,d riven by an atomic force microscope,w as used to gently extract 1t o3 pL of the cytoplasm from HeLa cells and dispense it onto the MAMS substrate for MALDI-MS analysis.A nother cell-trapping method, based on am icro-well patterned microfluidic chip, was introduced for the high-throughput analysis of phospholipids in single A549 cells by MALDI-MS imaging. [81] Another high-throughput MALDI-MS approach utilized microscope imaging to identify the coordinates of individual cells dispersed on amicroscope slide,and was used to analyze the peptide and protein species in targeted cells. [75, 76] Subpopulations and rare cells from hundreds to thousands of cells dissociated from mammalian organs (e.g., rat pituitary and pancreatic islets) were revealed by this technique.T oexpand metabolite coverage,single-cell MALDI-MS analysis of lipids and peptides was combined with microjunction extraction followed by CE-ESI-MS analysis of ab roader class of small metabolites. [82] Extracellular neuropeptides secreted from as ingle neuron were analyzed by combining solid-phase extraction and MALDI-MS (Figure 2 ). [83] To minimize spectral interference and ion suppression by the matrix in the low m/z range,s everal matrix-free LDI methods have been developed and applied for the analysis of small molecules in single cells.N anostructure initiator MS Angewandte Chemie (NIMS) utilizes ah eterogeneous structure composed of an anoporous silicon substrate that can absorb the energy of the laser pulse,a nd an initiator compound trapped in the pores that contributes to the desorption and ionization of the sample. [84] In an interesting application, NIMS was used to monitor metabolic changes and drug metabolism in single cells induced by chemotherapy. [85] Nanophotonic ionization relies on the interaction between the laser pulse and an anostructure with dimensions commensurate with the wavelength of the light. [86] Them ost studied examples,s ilicon nanopost array (NAPA) structures (Figure 3c ), permit direct LDI-MS analysis of biological samples,i ncluding cell suspensions,a dherent cells,a nd thin tissue sections,a dhered or directly deposited on the NAPA surface. [44, 45, 87] Through optimization of the post heights, diameters,and periodicities for maximum ion yields,arobust ultra-trace analysis platform was created with an LDI-MS limit of detection of around 800 zmol for verapamil. [44, 88, 89] Single S. cerevisiae cells with av olume of around 30 fL were analyzed and 24 metabolites were tentatively identified. [45] AFM images of a S. cerevisiae cell on NAPA before and after laser exposure are shown in Figure 3a ,b.
To verify that NAPA -LDI-MS results on single yeast cells reflect biological changes,r esponse to oxidative stress was studied. As expected from large population studies,u pon exposure to hydrogen peroxide,t he average reduced glutathione level (represented by ion intensities) in single S. cerevisiae cells was upregulated, and the distribution, reflecting cellular heterogeneity,showed awider range (Figure 3d ).
Ambient Ionization Methods Offer Low Perturbation
With the adaptation of recently introduced ambient ionization methods to single-cell MS,the analysis of live cells in their native environment became possible.T his has major implications for single-cell analysis because of the significantly reduced mechanical and chemical perturbations and greatly simplified sample preparation. Minimizing perturbations is important because it helps to preserve metabolite, lipid, and peptide composition. Some metabolites have such high turnover rates that perturbations are reflected in their concentrations within milliseconds.Developments in ambient ionization MS techniques for single-cell analysis have recently been summarized in athorough review. [46] Here,wewill focus on some of these technologies based on two types of sampling approaches,n amely,probe sampling and laser ablation.
Live single-cell MS employs ametal-coated nanospray tip for cell sampling followed by ESI-MS analysis.Itwas applied to the metabolic analysis of single mammalian and plant cells. [90] [91] [92] Fore xample,t his technique was applied to the identification and quantitation of plant hormones in single plant cells by introducing stable isotope-labeled standards in the electrospray solution. [93] Recently,this technique was also applied to detect the localization of terpenoid indole alkaloids in specific cell types in Catharanthus roseus stems. [94] Capillary microsampling ESI-IMS-MS utilizes custom tailored capillaries and micromanipulators to extract 5-10 % of the contents from cells of interest. Thecapillary containing the sample is used as an anospray emitter to generate ions from the cell contents.The produced ions are separated based on their collision cross section (CCS) by IMS before mass analysis by aT OF analyzer.T he IMS enables the separation 
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Chemie of isobaric ions and reduces the chemical background within milliseconds.T his technique was applied to the analysis of metabolites and lipids for specific A. thaliana epidermal cells. [95] Using IMS doubled the number of detected ionic species and enabled the tentative identification of 23 metabolites in individual cells.Comparing metabolite abundances in pavement and basal cells,a nd in trichomes,p rovided information on the presence of active metabolic pathways in these cellular phenotypes (Figure 4 ). This technique was further applied to the metabolic and lipidomic analysis of smaller single cells,for example,human hepatocytes ( Figure 5) . [96] Changes in metabolic heterogeneity over the distributions of cellular subpopulations were characterized in response to xenobiotic treatment. For example,acrucial molecular indicator of cell physiology, the adenylate energy charge,s howed ad ramatically altered distribution upon exposing the cells to rotenone,aknown inhibitor of the electron transport chain in the mitochondria.
Another probe sampling method, single-probe MS,allows real-time cell sampling combined with nano-ESI-MS analysis. [97] Thes ingle probe is ap ulled double-barrel capillary, where one of the barrels is continuously supplied with electrospray solution and the other barrel is connected to ananospray emitter. Thesingle probe is inserted into the cell, and as the electrospray solution enters through one of the barrels,the cell contents are extracted through the other one. This technique has been applied to the detection of adenylates,l ipids,a nd drug molecules in individual HeLa cells treated with anticancer pharmaceuticals. [97] [98] To simultaneously capture the metabolic and electrophysiological state of aneuron, the nano-ESI-MS method was combined with the patch-clamp technique. [99] Theu nique combination of these two technologies enabled the identification of more than 50 metabolites in the cytoplasm of mouse brain neurons,a nd captured variations between different neuron types and mice of differing ages.P airing electrophysiology with MS analysis for asingle neuron presents great potential for molecular neuroscience.
Nanospray desorption electrospray ionization (nano-DE-SI) utilizes ap rimary capillary for solvent delivery on cell samples and asecondary capillary for picking up the extracted molecules for mass analysis.R ecently,m olecular imaging using this technique was applied to the metabolic and lipidomic analysis of ad istribution of human cheek cells in ahigher-throughput fashion.
[100] Figure 4 . Capillary microsampling ESI-IMS-MS of A. thaliana epidermal cells reveals cell-type dependent activation of different metabolic pathways. In pavementa nd basal cells, sinapic acid ester biosynthesis is observed,whereas in trichomes, kaempferol glycosideb iosynthesis is more prominent (K = kaempferol,R ha = rhamnoside and Glc = glucoside). Metabolites that are upregulated in pavementa nd basal cells, or in trichomes are shown with green and orange backgrounds, respectively.Adapted from Ref. [95] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. Laser ablation based sampling methods for ambient single-cell MS mainly include laser ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI), laser desorption ionization droplet delivery (LDIDD), and atmospheric pressure MALDI (AP-MALDI) approaches.LAESI uses an etched optical fiber tip to deliver mid-IR laser pulses to individual cells of interest for ablation and ESI for ionization of the ablation plume. [101] This technique was first demonstrated for the analysis of individual epidermal cells and cell-by-cell imaging in plant bulb skins. [101, 102] Distinction of cell phenotypes and age was demonstrated based on the detection of 35 identified metabolites.For subcellular analysis,asingle onion epidermal cell was dissected with at ungsten needle to expose the nucleus. [103] Thec ytoplasm and nucleus were targeted separately by the fiber tip for LAESI-MS analysis,and differences in metabolic compositions were observed between the two subcellular compartments.M ore recently,t his technique was applied for automated cell-by-cell imaging of the onion epidermis. [104] Based on registering the cell centroids through the processing of microscope images,i ndividual cells were presented to the fiber tip for ablation and ESI-MS analysis by an automated translation stage.T his development opens the door for high-throughput cell-by-cell imaging.
In LDIDD-MS,a ne lectrospray is directed to the sample surface,w here individual cells are ablated by ap ulsed UV laser. Charged secondary droplets produced by the electrospray are transferred to the mass spectrometer for analysis. [105] Apoptosis and exocytosis in HEK cells was followed by this technique at the single-cell level. In as tate-of-the-art AP-MALDI experiment, the combination of high numerical aperture focusing optics and optimized matrix deposition produced as patial resolution of 1.4 mm. This resolution was sufficient to perform subcellular imaging of metabolites, lipids,and peptides in asingle microbial cell. [106] 
Immunomarkers Offer High Selectivity
Mass cytometry is ah igh-throughput single-cell MS technique based on the combination of rare-earth elements tagged antibody labeling of the cells and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) MS analysis for the readout. This approach enables the simultaneous analysis of over 30 cellular features, for example,the presence of particular receptors,for millions of cells at ar ate of around 2000 cells s À1 . [107] Unlike the overlapping spectra of fluorophores in flow cytometry,t he rare-earth-element isotope signals can be clearly distinguished and quantified by ICP-MS (Figure 6) . [108] Mass cytometry represents at ransition between targeted and untargeted methods,w here fewer than 10 and more than 100 analytes, respectively,a re identified. Recent advances in mass cytometry have been discussed in detail elsewhere. [109] [110] [111] Here,w e present some of the recent single-cell applications of this technique.
In one of its most powerful applications,m ass cytometry was performed for the characterization of up to 28 surface markers of cells from bone marrow aspirates of leukemia patients and healthy individuals. [112] In this comparative study, the expression levels of particular markers indicated cell biological properties,including immunophenotypes,cell-cycle stage,and intracellular signaling states,which were shown to be correlated with disease subtypes.H igh-throughput proteomics has rapidly expanded our knowledge of protein abundance levels in tissues and cells.C omparing the expression levels of mRNAs and the corresponding proteins in the same samples,h owever, showed only weak and varied correlation in multiple studies. [113] [114] [115] One of the possible explanations of this unexpected finding is the cellular heterogeneity of the tissues and cell lines utilized in these investigations.T oe liminate this possible source of bias, simultaneous quantitation of more than 40 transcripts and proteins from asingle cell was recently made possible by mass cytometry combined with proximity ligation assay for mRNA. [116] In this approach, two adjacent transcripts were hybridized with apair of DNAoligonucleotide probes,which can be ligated and amplified, and further detected with metalconjugated oligonucleotides in mass cytometry measurements.T his technique was applied for the simultaneous quantitation of ten proteins and the corresponding transcripts in single primary human cells,a nd the results revealed that the levels of transcripts exhibited larger differences than proteins between individual cells.
Thes uccess of mass cytometry for circulating and suspended cells intensified efforts to extend this approach to tissue-embedded and adherent single cells.R ecently,n ew variants of mass cytometry have been developed for tissue imaging with subcellular resolution. [117] Ah igh-resolution laser ablation system was combined with the labeling concept of mass cytometry for the imaging of proteins and their modifications at aspatial resolution of 1 mminadherent cells and breast cancer tissue sections.S patial distributions of cell heterogeneity in breast cancer tissue sections were identified within and between patients,thereby opening the door for the development of high-performance diagnostic tools. Figure 6 . In mass cytometry,s table-isotope-labeled antibodies are used to tag cells expressingthe corresponding antigens. Cells are nebulized into an inductively coupled plasma and elemental analysis by mass spectrometry reveals the tags associated with them. Adapted with permission from Ref. [108] .C opyright2 011 AAAS.
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Increasing amounts of "omics" data indicate that an average single human cell can contain 10 000 different types of proteins (not counting isoforms and posttranslational modifications) [113] and more than 2500 metabolites.E ven for macroscopic sample sizes,t his degree of complexity cannot be resolved by MS alone.I ntegrating chemical separations with single-cell MS is needed to simplify mass spectra, minimize matrix effects,and enhance molecular identification confidence.
Microscale liquid chromatography (LC) and CE are prime candidates for combination with ESI-MS for single cells.Inpioneering experiments,LC-ESI-MS was applied for quantitative single-cell analysis of close to 4000 proteins in X. laevis embryos. [118, 119] Likewise,combination of CE with ESI-MS enabled the metabolic analysis of single neurons from Aplysia californica. [77, 120] Recently,C E-ESI-MS has been adapted for single-cell metabolic ( Figure 7 ) and proteomic analysis of low nanoliter samples from X. laevis embryos with am olecular coverage of 70 metabolites and 1709 protein groups. [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] In comparison with the approaches mentioned above, IMS is ar apid separation technique that sorts ions based on their CCS on the millisecond timescale.A st he separation takes place after ionization, IMS is compatible with direct sampling and ambient ionization methods.T hese attributes make this technique achoice candidate for single-cell analysis by MS.S ingle-cell ESI-IMS-MS has been shown to enhance molecular coverage,d istinguish analytes from background interference,and separate isobaric ions in individual cells. [95, 96] In addition, there is ag rowing library of well-defined CCS values derived from IMS data that facilitates the identification of cellular metabolites and lipids. [96] However,t he relatively low drift time resolving power (R < 100) of the current commercially available IMS systems presents al imitation. Newly developed high-resolution IMS instruments (R > 250) [126] raise the prospect of distinguishing structural isomers in single-cell MS.
Mitigating Perturbations Due to Sampling
Cells rapidly respond to environmental stress by changing their molecular composition. Stressors include molecular and ionic changes in the environment, altered temperature,a nd sustained or strong mechanical forces.T herefore,t he objective of sample preparation is to minimize the perturbation exerted on the cells by the analytical process.I np lant and animal cells,t he fastest turnover times for transcripts and proteins are in excess of 10 min (see Table 1 ). Metabolites and peptides,h owever, can exhibit turnover times of around 1s . To prevent metabolite and peptide degradation during singlecell measurements,t he biochemical processes are quenched, typically by denaturing the enzymes,f or example,t hrough rapid cooling, heating, or acidification. In addition, specific sample treatment steps are required for the different MS techniques.F or vacuum-based techniques,c ell membrane shape and molecular compositions need to be preserved under high-vacuum conditions.F or example,c hemical fixation or freeze-drying of cell samples is performed for SIMS-MS. [39, 127] ForMSoflive cells under ambient conditions,close to physiological conditions can be maintained throughout most of the measurement. Ideally,cultured cells are placed in abuffer solution or medium in ahumidity-and temperaturecontrolled chamber during sampling, and immediately subjected to MS analysis.
To minimize stress,the selection of optimal cell sampling and isolation methods are also critical. Laser capture microdissection can be applied to isolate individual cells of interest from heterogeneous tissue samples. [128] However,m olecular changes potentially induced by the physical isolation and preparation needed for this technique have to be kept at am inimum. Live-cell sampling in LAESI occurs on the millisecond timescale under ambient conditions,t hereby maintaining the cells in their native state until right before analysis. [101, 102, 104] Recent advances offered by microfluidic cell isolation, capture,a nd lysis coupled with MS result in enhanced analytical throughput but also exert shear stress on the cells. [129] In situ sampling with probes,such as capillary microsampling,enables direct extraction of cell contents. [95] [96] However,c ell membrane rupture by the capillary tip during sampling can induce mechanical stress,and sampling bias with respect to the inclusion of small organelles might exist. Rapid sampling and MS measurements are necessary to minimize the degradation of cellular metabolites and lipids.T oenhance the experimental throughput and reproducibility,r obotic capillary microsampling or automated laser ablation can be explored. Forexample,automated patch clamping controlled by arobot has been introduced to target individual neurons of interest and measure their electrophysiological conditions. [130] [131] This approach can be combined with capillary microsampling followed by ESI-MS analysis in ar apid and controlled fashion.
Skewed Distributions:W hat's in the Noise?
Compared to bulk measurements,s ingle-cell data often follow non-normal distributions,a nd the analysis requires Angewandte Chemie special considerations.T his challenge stems from the convolution of biological and technical noise,t he common presence of non-normal copy-number distributions over the studied cell populations,t he typically low signal-to-noise ratios with the presence of dropout events at low abundance, and the existence of subpopulations.T he analysis methods required for such data have been developed for single-cell RNA-seq, and many of them can be adapted for single-cell MS.
Te chnical noise is the unavoidable fluctuation of the signal resulting from the analytical method itself.T echnical noise in RNA-seq was shown to increase as the sample amounts were reduced. [132] Similarly,t he technical noise is more significant for molecular components of lower abundance within asample.T oreveal biological variability,the technical noise needs to be determined for each component separately,a nd at the biological abundance levels.I ns ingle-cell RNA-seq experiments,the technical noise was characterized by measuring the signal fluctuations for spiked-in gene products that covered the entire dynamic range of interest. [132] In single-cell metabolomics by MS,t echnical noise was evaluated for afew components using asimilar strategy. [96] Foraparticular molecular species,t he technical noise was characterized by microsampling homogenous solutions with cellular concentrations.F or largescale studies,m ixtures of chemical standards or their isotopologues can be measured at physiological concentrations and under conditions identical to the singlecell experiments.O nce the technical noise is determined, it can be deconvoluted from the single-cell data to find the biological variability.
Molecular copy numbers in ac ell population can exhibit normal or non-normal skewed profiles,s ometimes with long tails.Under environmental stress,the median and the shape of the distribution can be shifted and distorted, respectively. Pronounced changes in the molecular noise may indicate that ac hemical species is involved in pathways significantly affected by the perturbations.The distribution of amolecular species and the corresponding error model have to be determined before the appropriate statistical method can be selected. Foranon-normal distribution, data points that appear to be statistical outliers may represent biological information for the rare cells.T hese data points require special attention instead of being discarded as outliers.F or example,d ropout events in an RNA-seq experiment were captured by aP oisson distribution, whereas proper amplification was described by an egative binomial component. [133] Ther esulting error model enhanced the robustness of subpopulation detection.
System-wide analysis of transcripts and proteins in bacteria revealed that the corresponding copy numbers followed gamma distributions. [134] Depending on the protein copy numbers per cell, the corresponding noise levels approached two limiting behaviors.F or low copy numbers (n < 10), the noise levels were inversely proportional to the mean copy number < n > ,w hereas for large copy numbers the noise was limited by ac onstant noise level. Establishing biological noise behavior for proteins through fluorescence methods is essential for the interpretation of emerging singlecell protein MS data.
New Frontiers
During the past decade,n ovel single-cell MS techniques have emerged for the multiplexed analysis of intracellular molecules,i ncluding metabolites,l ipids,p eptides,a nd proteins.B eyond providing qualitative information on the presence of these molecular species,single-cell MS also offers quantitative data, thereby enabling the characterization of cellular heterogeneity and the identification of subpopulations.
Since single-cell MS is still in its early development, several challenges remain. First, although the throughput of some single-cell MS techniques,s uch as mass cytometry and MALDI-MS,h as greatly improved, other methods are still painfully slow.T he high-throughput approaches do not cover certain important applications,for example,the non-targeted analysis of tissue-embedded cells.F or these sample types, high-throughput analysis of more than 1000 cells has not yet been achieved. Thep roliferation of robotic sampling approaches is anticipated to circumvent the slow manual selection and isolation of single cells.
Most of the current single-cell MS techniques are destructive,w hich limits the analysis of temporal changes in ac ell during development or under drug treatment. This impediment can be alleviated by developing minimally destructive sampling methods and improving the instrumental sensitivity to detect ever decreasing amounts of cell content.
To achieve multifaceted analysis capturing additional cellular properties and obtain more dynamic information, single-cell MS can be coupled with other analytical tools to explore cell behavior and specific subpopulations.T hese techniques are based on non-destructive approaches that allow subsequent MS analysis.T hey include patch-clamp experiments, [135] fluorescence microscopy, [7, 8] and Raman spectroscopy. [9] Theavailability of high-throughput cell sorting and singlecell RNA-seq combined with the emerging single-cell proteomics and metabolomics methods raises the prospect of single-cell systems biology.Since the studied cells come from awell-defined subpopulation, the underlying biological pathways are better defined and the corresponding bioinformatics can be simplified.
Despite the technical challenges faced by single-cell MS,it promises new insight into cell biology and biochemistry that cannot be gained through bulk analysis methods.J oined with single-cell RNA-seq, we expect single-cell MS to become au seful tool for rapid disease diagnostics in clinical applications.
